
HIGH GREEN BELT TESTING REQUIREMENTS 
 
*Note to parents of young students: Please help your child study and practice the required 
knowledge  
 
Pattern: Won-Hyo 

 
Kicks 
 

Stepping hook kick (offensive) 
Outward downward kick 
Inward downward kick 
Crescent kick 
Skip side pushing kick 
Skip side thrusting kick 
Flying side front snap kick 
Flying high kick 
Flying side piercing kick 
Double kicks 
Two consecutive kicks – same direction 

 
Hand Techniques 
 

Inward strike with the knife-hand 
Circular block with the inner forearm 
Guarding  block with the outer forearm 

 
New Stances 
 
 Fixed stance  
 Bending ready stance type “A” 
 Closed ready stance type “A” 

 
Step Sparring: Beginning 2-step sparring   
*Print out the Step Sparring Worksheet at end of this document and memorize the 3 routines.   
 Preferably, come up with two more also. 
 
Ho Sin Sul (self defense)  
 

Demonstrate single choke from front  
Demonstrate double choke from front 
Demonstrate single choke from rear 
Demonstrate double choke from rear 
One throw against a forefist punch from walking stance 
One throw against a side front snap kick from L-Stance 
One throw against a straight fingertip thrust from walking stance 

Tournament Competition 
 



Tournament competition is required for this rank.  A minimum of one USTF tournament is 
required. 

 
Breaking 
 

Men 
 
1 boards with downward knife-hand strike, inward knife-had strike or outward knife-
hand strike 
 
2 boards with front snap kick, side piercing kick or back piercing kick 
 
Women/Juniors 
 
1 board with turning kick or back piercing kick 

 
Required Knowledge 
 

1. Won-Hyo pattern information: 
 

Won-Hyo was the noted monk who introduced Buddhism to the Silla Dynasty in the 
year 686 A.D. 
 
Diagram: Capital “I”  
 
Number of moves: 28 

 
2. Eight Examples of Poor Integrity 

a. The instructor who misrepresents himself and his art by presenting improper 
techniques to his students because of a lack of knowledge or apathy. 

b. The student who misrepresents himself by "fixing" breaking materials before a 
demonstration. 

c. The instructor who camouflages bad techniques with luxurious training halls and 
false flattery to his students. 

d. The student who requests rank from an instructor or attempts to purchase it. 
e. The student who gains rank for ego purposes or the feeling of power. 
f. The instructor that teaches and promotes his art for materialistic gains. 
g. The student whose actions do not live up to the words. 
h. T he student who feels ashamed to seek opinions from his juniors. 

3. Vocabulary of at least 24 Korean Words Used in Class: 
boo sa-bum (1st – 3rd dan)  -assistant instructor  
charyot    -attention  
swiyo    -at ease 
si-jak    -begin 
kyong-ye (also pronounced kun-yut)  -bow or salute 
dan    -degree 
kuk-ki-yea tae-hae   -face the flags 
ee-sang    -dismissed 



gup    -grade 
sa-sung (9th dan)   -grand master 
do-jang    -gymnasium 
sa-bum (4th – 6th dan)   -instructor 
sa-bum nim    -instructor sir 
sa-hyun (7th – 8th dan)   -master instructor 
moon-yum    -meditate 
pattern    -tul 
junbi    -ready position 
baro    -return to ready 
anj-oh    -sit/kneel 
guman    -stop 
ko-map sum-nee-da   -thank you 
tui-tora    -turn around 
do-bak    -uniform 
ki-ap    -yell 
  

4. Characteristics of a Fixed Stance (Gojung Sogi): 
 

length: 1.5 shoulder widths 
measured from: front foot – tip of big toe 

rear foot – inside of the big toe 
 
width: 2.5 cm/ 1 inch  

measured from: front foot – inside heel 
rear foot – backheel 

 
weight distribution: 50% (front foot) / 50% (rear foot) 
 
available facings: half 
 
additional notes: The knees are bent evenly.  The front foot points 15 degrees in 
from the front and the back foot points 15 degrees in from the side.  This stance is 
named after the front foot.                     

 
 
 

5. Characteristics of Closed Ready Stance “A” (Moa Junbi Sogi): 
 

length: 0 shoulder widths 
measured from: front foot – n/a 

rear foot – n/a 
 
width: 0 shoulder widths 

measured from: front foot – n/a 
rear foot – n/a 

 
weight distribution: 50% (front foot) / 50% (rear foot) 



 
available facings: full 
 
additional notes: Both feet are together and parallel with both knees locked.  The 
left hand wraps around the right fist with the left-hand fingertips on the right-hand 
knuckles.  The hands are held 30 cm (12.2 inches) in front of philtrum. 

 
6. Characteristics of Bending Ready Stance “A” (Guburyo Junbi Sogi): 

 
length: 0 shoulder widths 

measured from: front foot – n/a 
rear foot – n/a 

 
width: 0 shoulder widths 

measured from: front foot – n/a 
rear foot – n/a 

 
weight distribution: 0% (front foot) / 100% (rear foot) 
 
available facings: half 
 
additional notes: The supporting foot faces the side and the supporting knee is 
bent.  The non-supporting foot is positioned by the knee of the supporting leg. The 
hands are performing a middle guarding block with the outer forearms.  This stance 
is named after the supporting foot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



BEGINNING TWO STEP SPARRING (to test to High Green) 
2 Attacks (Hand/Foot or Foot/Hand) 

1 Counter Attack 
 
1. A (Attacker) and D (Defender) come to Attention and bow to each other 
2. A & D simultaneously step into Parallel Ready Stance (A steps with right foot, D steps with left)  
3. D tells A which attacks and stances to perform  
4. A measures only if necessary (see pages 60-61 in yellow patterns book for protocol) 
5. A steps back into L-Stance, with Guarding Block  
6. A kihaps to signal readiness to attack 
7. D stays in Parallel Ready Stance or (simultaneously to A stepping back into L-Stance) steps back 

into L-Stance with Guarding Block  
8. D kihaps to signal A to begin 
9. A executes 2 attacks (hand/foot or foot/hand) 
10. D defends both attacks then executes 1 counter attack 
11. If last counter attack is a kick, D will step forward into L-Stance with Guarding Block after the kick. 
12. D steps back into L-Stance with Guarding Block and kihaps. 
13. A and D simultaneously step into Parallel Ready Stance - A steps forward, D steps 

backward.  
14. A and D switch roles and repeat the sequence of events above.  If re-measurement is needed, the 

new A will come to attention (signaling the new D to do the same), then the new A will re-
measure, then continue at step 3 
 

*Technically, no double or consecutive foot techniques are allowed in 2 Step Sparring.  However, since double and  
 consecutive kicks are required for this level, they will be allowed.  Also, the defender may block with a defensive  
 foot  technique then counter attack with an offensive foot technique (consecutively). 
*Memorize stepping rules in yellow book on page 54 
 
General Rules: 

1. Select counter attacks & blocks required for your next testing (attacks should be kept basic). 
2. Use correct terms when telling Attacker what to do. 
3. Use few words. 
4. No contact on attacks/counterattacks (but as close as possible).  Light contact on blocks. 
5. Demonstrate speed, power, control. 
6. Demonstrate blocks/attacks to proper target and with proper tool. 
7. Don’t rush step sparring.  This causes sloppiness.   
8. Use proper measuring and good stances so as to not hurt your partner or throw off distancing. 
9. Dodging should be used 1or 2 time per your 5 total routines. 
10. All Step Sparring should be done with a high degree of formality and courtesy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Routine #1 
 
Stance that Attacker will step into from Parallel Ready 
Stance to begin routine: 

Step back with left foot into left L-Stance/Guarding Block  
 

First Attack:  rear-leg middle Front Snap Kick (left) 
(Set down into left Walking Stance) 

First Defense: reverse Low Block with Knife Hand (right) 
(stepping backward from Parallel Ready Stance into left 
Walking Stance) 

Second Attack: 
 

middle reverse Punch (right) 
(stepping forward into left L-Stance) 

Second Defense: middle Side Block with Inner Forearm (right) 
(stepping backward into right Walking Stance) 

Counter Attack: lead leg Double Side Kick (right), to attacker’s kneecap 
(low), than to attacker’s ribs (middle) (setting down into left 
L-Stance afterward) 
 
*step backward to right L-Stance/Guarding Block and 
Kihap 

 
 
Routine #2 
 
Stance that Attacker will step into from Parallel Ready 
Stance to begin routine 

Step back with left foot into left L-Stance/Guarding 
Block  

First Attack  rear leg Side Front Snap Kick (left) 
(stepping forward into left Walking Stance) 

First Defense Circular Block with Inner Forearm (right) 
(stepping backward from Parallel Ready Stance into 
left Walking Stance) 

Second Attack 
 

reverse Punch (right) 
(maintaining left Walking Stance) 

Second Defense  Straight Fingertip Thrust (left), while simultaneously 
blocking the opponent’s punch with your right hand.  
Maintain left Walking Stance throughout this move. 
 
*afterward, step backward to L-Stance/Guarding Block 
and Kihap 

Counter Attack See “Second Defense” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Routine #3 
 
Stance that Attacker will step into from Parallel Ready 
Stance to begin routine: 

Step back with right foot into right L-Stance/Guarding 
Block  
 

First Attack:  rear leg High Kick (right) 
First Defense: high section Inner Forearm Block (right)  

(stepping backward from Parallel Ready Stance into left L- 
Stance) 

Second Attack: 
 

middle obverse Punch (right) 
(stepping down into right Walking Stance) 

Second Defense: lead leg Crescent Kick (right) 
(starting from left L-Stance) 

Counter Attack: Consecutive Kicks: Side Thrusting Kick (right) + Side 
Pushing Kick (right) *if you are close enough, really push 
your opponent backward (carefully!) 
(setting down into left L-Stance) 
 
*step backward to right L-Stance/Guarding Block & kihap  

 
 
 
Routine #4 – Think about incorporating Stepping Hook Kick, Downward Kick, Skip Side Pushing 
Kick, Skip Side Thrusting Kick, Flying Side Piercing Kick, Flying Side Front or Flying High Kick 
 
Stance that Attacker will step into from Parallel Ready 
Stance to begin routine: 

Step back into _____(left or right) L-Stance/Guarding 
Block  

First Attack:   
 
 
 

First Defense:  
 
 
 

Second Attack: 
 

 
 
 
 

Second Defense:  
 
 
 

Counter Attack:  
 
 
*step backward to L-Stance/Guarding Block and Kihap  

 



 
 
Routine #5 – Think about incorporating Stepping Hook Kick, Downward Kick, Skip Side Pushing 
Kick, Skip Side Thrusting Kick, Flying Side Piercing Kick, Flying Side Front or Flying High Kick 
 
Stance that Attacker will step into from Parallel Ready 
Stance to begin routine: 

Step back into ____ (left or right) L-Stance/ Guarding 
Block  

First Attack:   
 
 
 

First Defense:  
 
 
 

Second Attack: 
 

 
 
 
 

Second Defense:  
 
 
 

Counter Attack:  
 
 
*step backward to L-Stance/Guarding Block & Kihap  

 


